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The lSylco Azira mine is a detp opencast ont, approaching 100 fr. in depth. from
which cassiterite is being recovtred from those portions of the placeTS that largdy occur
between the pinnacles of tht marbk bedrock, and so were inaccessible to the dtedges
which had previously operated there. The mineral is also recovered from certain lodes
and veins in the mine.
On the floor of the mine tWO major lodes art exposed that pinch and swell and vary
in thickness ftom c. I to c. 4 ft. Associated with these is a swarm of veins with a
markedly different suike from thal of the formtr, but the age relationship bet\\'Cen the
lodes and veins is still in doubt.
The veins arc characterised by the presence of cassiteritt and pyrite, whilst the lodts
conuin, in addition to cassiterite and quartz, an impressive suite of sulphides, that
probably includes sunnite. In any event, a sunnite-rich block was found near one of
them and peripher:d material from this, when examined in polished section, provided the
data for this note.
Tht polished sections from the block consist of cassiterite and quartz associated with
early pyrite and arsenopyrite, and somewhat laler sphalerite, stannite, (tetrahedrite?) and
chalcopyrite. In particular, the earlier sulphides art markedly veined and replaced by the
later ones. The paragenesis and texture of this ore will be treated in detail in a later note.
In this note the writers will confine themselves to the nature and genesis of a most
interesting sulphide rim as revealed in the polished sections.
THE NATURE OF THE RIM (FIGS. 1 AND 2)

The rim in question is composed of Chalcopyrite which displays a delicate colloform
texture whose character was much more obvious after the specimen had been etched for
30 sees. with 1,1 HCI and KdO).
Enclosed within this rim arc randomly distributed pyrite framboids whose diameters
differ widely and range from c.IO to c.100 microns. Th~se framboids consist of an
ag1.Ofegate of pyrite cubes which mayor may not be wtll-ordered. Locally, in addition,
swarms of small pyrite cryStals, of the same sizes as those composing the framboids, are in
evidtnce. Thcse, in the writers' vitw, u'tre derived "trom framboids that were disinteregrattd as a result of the force of crystallisation to which they we~ subject when the gel,
rhar was the parent of the chalcopyrite host, crystallised. Ra~ly, also, small aggregates of
randomly oritnted pyrite crystals occur that art appreciably larger than those of the
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